FIRES
NEW Electric Built-In Fires

Home heating from Rayburn

Introducing our NEW Rayburn built-in electric fire collection
There are few things as relaxing and evocative as watching
a real fire flicker away. That mix of cosy warmth and
beautiful flames guarantees to make even the chilliest day
snug and comfortable.
The new collection of Rayburn Stratus™ electric fires has
been designed to emulate the restful appeal of a real
fire. Offering the ultimate flame picture combined with
controllable heat, a Rayburn electric fire gives both the look
and cosiness you’d expect and with ease and efficiency.
Rayburn fires are manufactured to the highest possible
quality and have vibrant, variable multi-coloured flame
pictures, which allow you to set the style and mood,
meaning you have a truly unique fire.

With total remote control as standard, every one of these
models offers ease of use, style, flexibility and realistic
flame patterns and they come with the added advantage
of full thermostatic control. This allows you to set the
temperature in the room either via the remote control unit
or with the thermostat.
Rayburn fires offer the best of all worlds: controllable heat
when required, realistic adjustable flame patterns for a
fantastic focal point in the room and ease of installation –
all you need is a 13-amp supply. And with a variety of styles
and sizes to choose from, you can be sure to find a model
ideally suited for any room.

Choosing your electric fire from Rayburn
There’s an option perfect for your home, whether you’re looking for a super-slim model or a more substantial looking fire and
whether it’s for a traditional or contemporary setting. The extra slim, slim and extra tall models come with a stylish black frame
designed to make the fire a stunning focal point in any room. Use of the frame is optional, so you can also choose to create a
look all of your own.

RAYBURN STRATUS™ EXTRA SLIM RANGE
This beautifully designed built-in fire is available in
three sizes, offering the ultimate choice in slimline fires
with a reduced depth. This means the freedom to install
in any room in your home because – as with the all
Rayburn fires – no is flue required.

RAYBURN STRATUS™ SLIM RANGE
Two sizes are available in this collection, both
offering a sleek, stylish look. With a deeper fire
bed than the Extra Slim range these fires offer a
greater depth to the flame picture.

RAYBURN STRATUS™ EXTRA TALL
Models in this range offer increased height and surface
area to create a real style statement. Using the latest
technology to create a beautiful and realistic effect,
loose dancing flames are visible across the entire height
of the unit, enhancing the aesthetic appeal.

RAYBURN STRATUS™ TRU VIEW
Tru View models offer ultimate flexibility.
The design allows the fire to be viewed from three
sides, creating a striking flame picture. This model can
be set in a corner location and viewed as a two-sided
appliance, or even as a single-sided design. It comes
in a variety of lengths for ease of installation and to
ensure there’s a model perfect for your home.

MEDIA INCLUDED
Vermiculite

Amber Glass

All Rayburn fires are supplied with a
combination of amber glass and vermiculite to
create a glowing fire bed. The Stratus™ XT and
Tru View series also include an 11-piece log set.
Each model comes with a remote control that
allows full control of the flame picture and
the heat output and there’s even an option to
programme the on and off functions.

11-piece log set

All Rayburn electric built-in fires are easy to
install – all they require is a 13-amp supply.

Each model comes with a remote control that allows you to control the flame picture, the heat output and
even programme your fire to on and off functions.

On / Off

Heater Key

Control the
temperature
Red
Yellow

7 day timer option

Blue

Turn on / off
+ adjust the top
light colours

All of our electric built in fires are easy to install with just a 13-amp supply.

Colour control
of the flame
picture - mix
to your desired
setting

STRATUS™ EXTRA SLIM RANGE
This beautifully designed range of built-in fires is available
in three sizes. With no flue required, you can install models
in this range anywhere you choose. Each one comes with
a remote control, allowing you to adjust your flame effect
brightness from the comfort of your sofa. The flame picture
is outstanding, giving the effect of a real flame and creating
a calm and cosy space.

There is also the option to choose a no-heat setting with a
variable flame effect to give a beautiful, relaxing glow in the
room. The colour LED light strips allow for multi-coloured
flame options. With just the click of the remote control, you
can mix red, yellow and blue elements to create a pattern
unique to you. Extra Slim models come with everything you
need to create a warm and evocative atmosphere.

DIMENSIONS
MODEL

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

WEIGHT

HEAT OUTPUT

Stratus™ 75-30 XS

741mm

504mm

130mm

23kg

1.9kW

Stratus™ 100-30 XS

995mm

504mm

130mm

23kg

1.9kW

Stratus™ 125-30 XS

1249mm

504mm

130mm

34kg

1.9kW

mm
995mm

130

504mm

130

504mm

504mm

741mm

mm

REMOTE CONTROL

1249mm

THERMOSTATICALLY
CONTROLLED

VARIABLE FLAME

130

mm

Media set shown with glass pebbles available as special order if required

STRATUS™ SLIM RANGE
The Slim range is available in two popular widths – 100cm
and 125cm – and offers a deeper media bed than Extra Slim
models, giving you an increased depth to the appearance of
the fire. This provides enhanced visual performance, which
increases the stunning effect of the fire.

control, you can also adjust the top down colours and
intensity reflected in the media bed. With a useful 1.9kw
of heat output, these fires are the perfect addition to any
room. Featuring a full remote control and thermostatic
temperature adjustment, they are also easy to install.

You have the option to control the blending of the flame
colours red, yellow and blue and, with the down lighter

DIMENSIONS
MODEL

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

WEIGHT

HEAT OUTPUT

Stratus™ 100-30 S

995mm

600mm

192mm

40kg

1.9kW

Stratus™ 125-30 S

1249mm

600mm

192mm

48kg

1.9kW

192

600mm

600mm

995mm

mm
1249mm

REMOTE CONTROL

THERMOSTATICALLY
CONTROLLED

192

mm

VARIABLE FLAME

STRATUS™ EXTRA TALL RANGE
With widths of 100cm and 125cm, fires in the Extra Tall
range offer so much more when it comes appearance
and visual effect. They have an increased height to the
fire aperture, meaning you can enjoy the realistic effect of
taller flames dancing above the media bed. LED lighting
technology ensures a vibrant realism to the beautiful
flame pictures.

These models also feature an 11-piece log set which is set
out on the media bed for added realism. The logs work
perfectly with the down lighter feature, which highlights
the logs with vibrant colour and shade. Extensive colour
variation, full remote control functionality and thermostatic
temperature control ensure these fires help create a stylish
and unique look in your home.

DIMENSIONS
MODEL

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

WEIGHT

HEAT OUTPUT

Stratus™ 100-44 XT

995mm

750mm

322mm

53kg

1.9kW

Stratus™ 125-44 XT

1249mm

750mm

322mm

50kg

1.9kW

32

750mm

750mm

995mm

2m

m
1249mm

REMOTE CONTROL

32

2m

m

THERMOSTATICALLY
CONTROLLED

VARIABLE FLAME

STRATUS™ TRU VIEW RANGE
The flexible design of fires in the Tru View range means they
can be installed to offer a three-sided, two-sided or singlefaced flame picture, depending on room size and appliance
setting.
With a three-sided unit, you can enjoy the stunning flame
picture from the sides as well as the front, making this ideal
for larger rooms and as the focal point in a living area. The
two-sided model can easily be installed into a corner space.

Plus, with all the features of the Extra Tall range – including
depth of media bed, log effect features, variable flame
picture, remote control operation of fire and heat with
thermostatic controls – these are visually striking fires that
add an additional dimension to your room.

DIMENSIONS
MODEL

WIDTH

HEIGHT

DEPTH

WEIGHT

HEAT OUTPUT

Stratus™ 100-39 TRU

1098mm

677mm

363mm

44.5kg

1.9kW

Stratus™ 125-39 TRU

1352mm

677mm

363mm

50kg

1.9kW

677mm

677mm
109 8

mm

363

mm

1352mm

36

3m

REMOTE CONTROL

m

THERMOSTATICALLY
CONTROLLED

VARIABLE FLAME

Media set shown with glass pebbles available as special order if required

FOR DETAILS OF STOCKISTS, PLEASE CALL:
0845 338 1365
FOR SERVICE AND WARRANTY:
spares@agastoves.org.uk
OR VISIT:
agastoves.co.uk
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